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ABSTRACT
The creation of sharing communities has resulted in the astonish-
ing increasing of digital videos, and their wide applications in the
domains such as entertainment, online news broadcasting etc. The
improvement of these applications relies on effective solutions for
social user access to video data. This fact has driven the recent
research interest in social recommendation in shared communities.
Although certain effort has been put into video recommendation
in shared communities, the contextual information on social users
has not been well exploited for effective recommendation. In this
paper, we propose an approach based on the content and social in-
formation of videos for the recommendation in sharing communi-
ties. Specifically, we first exploit a robust video cuboid signature
together with the Earth Mover’s Distance to capture the content
relevance of videos. Then, we propose to identify the social rele-
vance of clips using the set of users belonging to a video. We fuse
the content relevance and social relevance to identify the relevant
videos for recommendation. Following that, we propose a novel
scheme called sub-community-based approximation together with
a hash-based optimization for improving the efficiency of our solu-
tion. Finally, we propose an algorithm for efficiently maintaining
the social updates in dynamic shared communities. The extensive
experiments are conducted to prove the high effectiveness and effi-
ciency of our proposed video recommendation approach.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search
and Retrieval

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION
The popularity of online video shared communities has created

an opportunity to share media information at an unprecedented
scale. Users access to these communities, operate and comment
on videos for various purposes such as entertainment, online news
broadcasting and advertisement. In sharing communities, the be-
havior of people is highly affected by the recommendations from
the system. According to a white paper released in February 2012
by Unruly Media, viewers enjoy online videos they discover from
a recommendation more than ones they discover through browsing,
which reports 65% of viewers who watched a recommended video
enjoyed it, representing a 14% increase from 57% who enjoyed a
video found through browsing [3]. Therefore, an appropriate rec-
ommendation is a promising way of increasing the viewing rate to
specific media data, enhancing the effect of online news broadcast-
ing and advertisement. Although many existing video sharing com-
munities, such as Youtube, Netflix, MySpace and Google Video,
have provided recommendation services, the recommendations on
relevant videos are produced based on social texts. The content
and social connections have not been fully exploited in the video
recommendation so far.

In this paper, we focus on the problem of online video recom-
mendation in shared community like Youtube, where unregistered
users can get accesses to social videos. Traditional recommenda-
tion systems generate the recommendations by matching the rec-
ommended items and the user input profiles, and deliver them to
the appropriate users. However, in sharing community, it is very
common that unregistered users access to the social videos, where
these users’ profiles are unavailable. Some users are just begin-
ners for a certain sharing community, and have no user history.
Especially, in recent years, some unregistered new users may dis-
able their cookies or use public machines when they get access to
videos in sharing communities for the purpose of privacy protec-
tion [20]. The recent statistics data show that 19.1% users use the
private browsing mode [2]. Therefore, for such cases, traditional
recommendation is not workable any more. Unlike traditional rec-
ommendation using users’ registered information, our video rec-
ommendation takes a user clicked video as the input, and returns a
list of recommended videos that are relevant to the user’s current



view. Technically, our video recommendation is highly related to
the video search in multimedia database field. From this point of
view, techniques for video search can be extended for video recom-
mendation task. But different from the video search which returns
the matched clips in content of a video, our video recommendation
system returns the relevant videos that include both the matched
clips and those relevant but unmatched ones. Thus, directly using
video identification methods will lose some relevant videos that are
unmatched to the query. Fortunately, although many users may ac-
cess the video content anonymously as the subjects receiving rec-
ommendation from the system, many other registered users com-
ment on videos using their real identities, which provides impor-
tant social data source in sharing communities. Exploiting the so-
cial information that named users provided is very promising for
recommending videos to anonymous social users. Though Yang
etc proposed to recommend online videos based on video content
and relevance feedback [33], they have not considered the social
information of videos in sharing communities.

Motivated by the limitation of traditional video search and rec-
ommendation systems, we propose a multiple feature-based video
recommendation in sharing communities using the content and so-
cial connections. We first exploit a compact video signature over
video segments to capture the spatial and temporal content informa-
tion. The similarity between two signatures is measured to identify
the matched videos that are similar in content with the query. Then
we capture the social information of each video by extracting the
social users who comment on it. The social information of a video
reflects the users who are interested in it. The social similarity be-
tween two videos is identified by the Jacard similarity between their
user sets. The final video recommendation is performed by a late
fusion of the content and social features. Our contributions in this
paper are summarized as follows.

1. We propose a new framework which exploits multiple con-
tent and social features of videos for video recommendation
in sharing communities. While the content feature identifies
the matched videos, the social connection captures the rele-
vant unmatched clips.

2. We propose a new complementary video matching based on
content and social fusion. The new approach well embeds the
rich social information into video content, thus appropriate to
the application of social video recommendation.

3. We propose a novel sub-community-based approximation rel-
evance scheme (SAR) and a hash-based optimization for im-
proving the efficiency of our framework. With the SAR, a ro-
bust user dictionary is constructed by extracting several sub-
communities, and each user is mapped to its sub-community
number. Accordingly the social context of each video is con-
verted into a vector. The optimization strategy greatly im-
proves the efficiency of social context vectorization.

4. Last but not the least, we propose a novel algorithm which
well maintains the social updates in dynamic sharing social
communities. We conduct extensive experiments on hun-
dreds hours of real video data to verify the effectiveness and
efficiency performance of the proposed solution.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews
the related research on social video recommendation. Section 3
describes the framework of the proposed social video recommen-
dation system. We present our proposed Multiple Feature-based
video recommendation approach together with our SAR and hash-
based schemes over our relevance identification modal, and social

updates maintenance algorithm in section 4. The high effectiveness
and efficiency of our approach is evaluated in section 5. Finally, we
conclude the whole work in section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review the existing research on two problems

closely related to our work, including the video recommendation
and near duplicate video detection.

2.1 Video Recommendation
Approaches have been proposed for video recommendation. In

[29], Setten et al. use prediction strategies for personalized TV rec-
ommendation. In [8], Christakou et al. apply content-based and
collaborative filtering to predict personalized movie recommenda-
tions. In [4], Baluja et al. presented a personalized approach which
generates recommendations based on the analysis of the user-video
graph for videos from Youtube. In [19], Luo et al. developed a
personalized news video recommendation system, which first de-
tects reliable news topics based on the multimodal information,
and then integrates the topic network based on contextual relation-
ship with the users’ profiles considered for interactive navigation
and exploration of news videos. In [17], a news recommendation
was proposed by considering the item characteristics including the
news content, access patterns, named entities, popularity and re-
cency. Li et al model the news articles based on the contexts of
users and articles [16]. Sedhain et al recommend content in Face-
book by a social affinity filtering [22]. In [11], authors introduced a
news video recommender system that exploits semantic augmenta-
tion of news stories, and represents dynamic user profile by captur-
ing users’ evolving information. In [9], the video recommendation
system for Youtube was discussed. The system produces personal-
ized recommendations based on users’ activity on the site. All these
approaches focus on the personalized recommendations, which rec-
ommend videos matching to users’ profiles or interests, while not
the item itself. In [39], a content-based framework VideoTopc was
proposed for movie recommendation. VideoTopic exploits both
visual features and textual features of videos to construct a topic
model, which represents the video content and links to its user inter-
ests. The video recommendation problem is transformed into find-
ing the videos that have minimal topic distribution difference with
user interests. This topic model-based approach naturally links
video content and user interests. However, the user interests need
to be learnt from the topics of users’ browsing history. In [34],
a hybrid recommendation approach has been proposed for video
recommendation over social networks by considering the user rela-
tionship strength and the interest degree of video. For a given user,
the recommendation score of a video candidate is decided by the in-
terest degree of the video by the user’s friends, and the relationship
strengths between the user and his friends. However, this approach
requires the information of users who receive recommendations.
Practically, most users access to video sharing communities anony-
mously, where users’ profiles are not available for the system. This
poses a challenge for personalized recommendations.

To handle the cases where users’ profiles are absent, Yang et al.
proposed to perform online video recommendation by exploiting
textual, visual and audio information [33]. The relevance values
from all modalities are fused to improve the results of recommen-
dations by attention fusion function and relevance feedback. How-
ever, for the video recommendation in shared social community, the
feasibility of this approach has been challenged due to several rea-
sons. First, it does not consider the social connection among users,
which is an important characteristic of videos in sharing commu-
nities. Thus, the social relevance of videos can not be identified.



Second, the existing work [33] focused on designing a multimodal
relevance identification method, while the efficiency issue has not
been addressed. In this work, we fully exploit the social connec-
tions attached to videos, and propose a set of query optimization
techniques including the SAR scheme and chained hash-based op-
timization to overcome the disadvantages of the existing work.

2.2 Near Duplicate Video Detection
Video representation and similarity measure are two basic tasks

in near duplicate video detection. Generally, based on the video
representation, existing video detection approaches can be put into
three categories, global feature-based [6, 13, 12, 24], local feature-
based [15, 31, 36, 27], and signature-based [14, 40, 32, 35, 23].

Global feature-based approaches extracted visual features such
as color histograms to represent frames, and construct compact
representations over these visual features. Typical examples on
global feature-based approaches include Video Signature (Visig)
[6], Video Triplet (ViTri) [24], bounded coordinate system (BCS)
[13] and video distance trajectory (VDT) [12]. In [6], Cheung et al.
represent each video as a set of frame samples called Video Signa-
ture(ViSig), and perform video matching based on the percentage
of similar frames shared by two sequences, which is further esti-
mated by computing the percentage of similar ViSig frame pairs. In
[24], Shen et al. estimate the distance between videos by compar-
ing their video clusters and estimating the number of video frames
shared by them. In [13], Huang et al. summarize each video as a
single representation called bounded coordinate system (BCS) that
captures the correlation of it. The video matching is performed by
integrating the global difference between two frame sets, the con-
tent changing trends and ranges. In [12], Huang et al. describe a
video as a series of video distance trajectories, and perform video
matching using a weighted edit distance. However, due to the limi-
tation of global visual features, these approaches suffer from severe
information loss, leading to low effectiveness of video detection.

Local feature-based approaches extract visual features from a set
of local interest points captured in each frame, and improve the effi-
ciency of detection by effective search mechanisms or constructing
compact representations over local descriptors. Recent examples
on this line include local interest trajectory [15], Hierarchical de-
tection [31], and multiple feature hashing [27]. In [15], Law-To
et al. construct trajectories over local interest points of adjacent
frames, and use a voting function based on the signal description,
the contextual information and the combination of relevant labels
for video matching. In [31], Wu et al. proposed a video matching
that extracts a number of local descriptors from each keyframe, and
compares two videos by calculating the matched local descriptor
pairs shared by their keyframes. The search efficiency is improved
by using a global feature based filtering before the local descriptor
based matching. In [27], Song et al. proposed a multiple feature
hashing based on both global and local features for near duplicate
video detection. The comparison between two videos is performed
over hash codes by approximating the common bits along all di-
mensions shared by them. In [36], Zhou et al. construct a tensor
series over the local descriptors of each video, and perform Ham-
ming based tensor series matching for near duplicate video iden-
tification. Using local descriptors, more discriminative informa-
tion can be captured. However, these approaches either suffer from
high computation cost [15, 31], the sensitivity of local descriptors
over streams [36], or highly depend on the selected video training
dataset [27], thus not robust in sequence detection.

Signature-based approaches extracted compact signatures from
video frames or video segments to leverage the effectiveness and
efficiency of detection. Typical signature-based approaches include

Table 1: Notation
Notation Meaning
Q, V A video
qf The visual feature of a video
qs The social connection of a video
Sim A social video relevance function
S A list of videos
S1, S2 A signature series
DV A set of user ids
idV i id of a user commenting v.
k The number of sub-communities
K The number of top score videos
w The lightest edge weight
ω The weight of the social relevance
s A string
hi An intermediate hash value
e, An edge between two users
{ei} An edge set
GI A UIG graph
Ui, Uj Social users
n Number of returned videos
N Number of retrieved videos with rating score bigger than 4
γ The rank of a returned video
Q The number of queries
H A chained hash table

color shift signature [40], cut signature [40], centroid signature
[40], ordinal signature [14], sketch representation [32], STF-CE
and STR-LBP signatures [23], video cuboid signature [35]. In [40],
various types of compact signatures, such as cut length, color shift
and centroid signatures, are used for video matching. Here, cut
length signature is extracted by detecting the cuts in a video and
counting the number of frames between two adjacent cuts. Color
shift signature is obtained by detecting the color difference between
neighboring frames. Centroid signature describes the shift of the
lightest and darkest areas between neighboring frames. In [14],
Kim et al. partition each keyframe into a number of small equal
size blocks that are represented as ordinal signatures based on the
average intensity values of these blocks. The comparison between
two videos is performed by calculating the normalized distance of
their ordinal signatures. In [32], Yan et al. proposed a frame parti-
tion based sketch representation and a set based measure for video
matching over streams. In [23], Shang et al. proposed two compact
signatures, STF-CE and STR-LBP, which use ordinal relations of
keyframe blocks for video matching. While some signatures suffer
from severe information loss [40], others are sensitive to the spa-
tial editing of frames [14, 32, 23]. In [35], Zhou et al. proposed
a video cuboid signature that captures the spatial and temporal in-
formation change of a video segment. The similarity between two
video cuboid signatures is decided by the EMD distance between
them, and the final video matching is performed by a set based
measure with the similarity between each matched signature pair
embedded. Video cuobid signatures capture discriminative local
information of videos, and the EMD-based signature set measure
well handle the spatial and temporal editing of videos, thus more
robust for video detection. Therefore, we will apply video cuboid
signature model and fuse social information of videos for clip rec-
ommendation in sharing communities. The notation used in this
paper is listed in Table 1 for easy reference.

3. FRAMEWORK OF OUR SOLUTION
This section describes the framework of our proposed approach

for social video recommendation. In our social video recommen-
dation, the input of our system is a user selected video document in
a sharing community, which is represented as a pair Q = (qf , qs),



where qf denotes its visual feature described as a signature series
and qs is its social connection described as a set ids of users com-
menting it. Given a social video Q selected by a user, a social
video relevance function Sim, the task of video recommendation
returns a list of videos S with the best relevance to Q, i.e., for any
V1 ∈ S and V2 /∈ S, Sim(Q,V1) ≥ Sim(Q,V2) holds. The
proposed system framework exploiting multiple features for social
video recommendation is shown in Figure 1.

User selected video Q

Video cuboid signature qf Social descriptor qs

Content relevance Social relevance

Video 

Database

Content-social fusion

Recommended video list

Figure 1: Framework of our social recommendation

Our social video recommendation system consists of three im-
portant parts. First, each video is represented using a compact sig-
nature to perform the content based relevance identification. Then,
the social context of each video is described with a set of social
users for social relevance identification. After that, the social rele-
vance and content relevance are fused for the final video recom-
mendation in sharing community. Finally, based on our multi-
feature relevance model, we further design a sub-community-based
approximation relevance scheme, and a chained hashing scheme
to improve the efficiency of our online video content-social based
similarity recommendation.

4. MULTIPLE FEATURE-BASED RECOM-
MENDATION

Social videos are compositions of video sequences and social
contexts, each delivers important information on the relevance of
a selected clip. Therefore, multiple feature-based relevance is de-
scribed by the combination of the relevance from all the features.
We will detail the content and social relevance in this section.

4.1 Content Relevance
We aim to find the content relevance between a user selected clip

and a video in a shared community. Because of the high complexity
and huge amount of video data in sharing communities, the task of
efficient content relevance identification has been challenging. To
overcome the difficulties of this task, we need to find a number of
video segments, and describe them compactly. Then, the similarity
between two videos is decided based on the representations of their
segments. We use the existing techniques, and focus on how to
select a suitable approach for our purpose.

We identify content relevance of user selected clips based on
video segments. Given a video, we exploit the state-of-the-art shot
detection technique proposed in [18] to detect a number of cuts. A
series of segments are then obtained by extracting the subsequences
between adjacent cuts. These segments can be further represented
for video matching using a good representation model. A typical
representation is to describe each segment as its keyframe that is

described by its global visual features [13, 38], local interest points
[31, 37], or compact signatures [14, 40, 32, 35, 12, 36]. However,
local interest points based approaches incur high computation cost,
while using global visual features, such as color histograms, is nei-
ther discriminative enough nor robust to photometric variation and
encoding methods. Signature based methods overcome the weak-
ness of local feature-based and global feature-based methods, thus
more applicable to content relevance identification.

Conventional video signatures include the ordinal signature, color
shift signature, cut signature, local intensity shift signature and
video cuboid signature etc. Among them, the ordinal signature is
not robust to the frame editing in videos, while the global trans-
formation of videos is well handled by it. The color shift signa-
ture is robust to different video transformation and frame editing
operations, but not discriminative enough. Though the local inten-
sity shift signature takes the advantages of both ordinal signature
and color shift signature, it can not handle the content shift within
frames. Video cuboid signature is a more advanced signature com-
paring with other signature representation models. It captures the
spatial and temporal information of videos, and is robust to the
content shift with the support of earth mover’s distance over sig-
natures. Considering the advantages of video cuboid signatures,
we apply it to this work for the content relevance identification in
social video recommendation. A video cuboid signature is con-
structed over a number of temporally consecutive keyframes, and
consists of video cuboids that constitute spatially and temporally
adjacent pixels. Given a video q−gram consisting of q keyframes,
its video cuboids are generated by first dividing each keyframe into
a fixed number of equal-size blocks, and then merging the spa-
tially adjacent similar blocks in a reference keyframe. Based on
the variable-size blocks in the reference frame, video cuboids are
produced by grouping the temporally adjacent blocks, and each is
described as a pair (υ, µ), where υ is the average intensity change
between temporally adjacent blocks and µ denotes its weight indi-
cating the block size. To simplify the video cuboid signature, we
use bigrams and each υ is a single value.

The similarity between video cuboid signatures is measured by
the EMD that permits the comparison between two signatures con-
sisting of different numbers of video cuboids. The EMD of two sig-
natures measures the minimal amount of work necessary to trans-
form one signature into another. Formally, the EMD between two
video cuboid signatures can be computed as follows [35].

Definition 1. Given two video cuboid signatures C1 = {(v1i,
µ1i)} and C2 = {(v2j , µ2j)}, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ |C1| : µ1i > 0 and
∀1 ≤ j ≤ |C2| : µ2j > 0 of normalized total mass

∑|C1|
i=1 µ1i =∑|C2|

j=1 µ2j = 1, and cij the cost to transform a video cuboid unit
v1i ∈ C1 to v2j ∈ C2, The EMD between them is defined as a
minimization over all possible flows F = [fij ] under positivity
constraints CPos, source constraints CSource and target constraints
CTarget:

EMDc(C1, C2) = min
F

{
|C1|∑
i=1

|C2|∑
j=1

cijfij |Constraints} (1)

with Constraints = CPos ∧ CSource ∧ CTarget:

CPos : ∀1 ≤ i ≤ |C1|, 1 ≤ j ≤ |C2| : fij ≥ 0

CSource : ∀1 ≤ i ≤ |C1| : Σ|C2|
j=1 fij = µ1i

CTarget : ∀1 ≤ j ≤ |C2| : Σ|C1|
i=1 fij = µ2j

(2)

where cij defines how much dissimilarity one unit of flow from
video cuboid v1i to v2j induces, fij is the fraction of flow units be-
tween v1i to v2j that minimizes the total dissimilarity, CPos rules



out negative flow, CSource ensures that the total flow from cluster
(v1i, µ1i) of C1 is equal to (v2j , µ2j) and CTarget restricts the
total flow to (v2j , µ2j) of C2. The similarity between C1 and C2

is derived from the EMD between them, and is computed by [35].

SimC(C1, C2) =
1

1 + EMDc(C1, C2)
(3)

Given two signature series, S1 and S2, the similarity between
them is computed by an extended Jaccard similarity which incor-
porates the similarity between matched video cuboid signatures.

κJ(S1, S2) =

∑
Ci∈S1,Cj∈S2

SimC(Ci, Cj)

|S1 ∪ S2|
(4)

Video cuboid representation model has several advantages when
processing short video segments. It captures the spatial and tempo-
ral information of a video segment locally by the intensity change
of frame blocks over time. Moreover, since the intensity changes
over time are invariant to global video transformations and the EMD
based measure is robust to frame editing, video cuboid signature
model is effective for processing our video segments with various
transformation and editing operations. Different from global visual
features that totally ignore the local information of frames, video
cuboid signatures are extracted from keyframe blocks locally, thus
more differentiable. Meanwhile, unlike local interest points that
consider local information at a finer level, video cuboid signatures
capture the local information of video segments at a coarser level,
thus more robust to the feature variations over streams. There-
fore, we select video cuboid signature together with its EMD based
signature measure for video segment matching. Applying video
cuboid signature model on the video segments, we can transform
each video into a signature sequence for matching. To improve the
efficiency of video signature sequence matching, we also apply the
locality sensitive hashing based optimization strategy used in [35]
and exploit LSB-index structure which is a B+-tree-based hash in-
dex proposed in [28] for Z-order values of hash keys, to reduce the
number of EMD-based signature measures.

4.2 Social Relevance
In this section, we first propose our social modeling together with

the optimization schemes including the SAR and chained hashing
schemes, for improving the social relevance identification cost. We
then discuss the maintenance of sub-communities under social up-
dates in dynamic environment.

4.2.1 Social Modeling
Using video cuboid signature model, the content similarity be-

tween videos can be captured to find the matched ones in content,
identifying their content relevance. However, video recommenda-
tion applications concerns not only the content relevance of clips.
There are still some videos which are relevant to the user selected
clip, but unmatched to it in content, thus not searchable using con-
tent relevance. This has raised new challenge for effective social
video recommendation. Fortunately, the interaction of social users
on video data in shared communities provides rich social informa-
tion that can be exploited to identify the relevant but unmatched
clips from the aspect of social relevance.

Intuitively, when registered social users review some videos in
shared communities, they tend to comment on those interesting
ones to them. Meanwhile, a user is usually interested in certain
types of media data. While users commenting to a single video
have common interests to some extent, two videos commented by
a group of common users are usually relevant to each other from
some aspects. Thus, exploiting the social interaction of users on

videos is a promising way of solving the social relevance problem
in video sharing communities. We describe the social user interac-
tion on a video as a social descriptor. Given a video V , its social
descriptor is constructed by obtaining a set including its owner user
and those users commenting it. The social descriptor of the video
V is represented as a set of user ids, i.e. DV = {idV i}, where
idV i is the id of a user commenting V . We identify the social
relevance between two videos based on the Jaccard similarity co-
efficient. Suppose that DV and DQ are the social descriptors of
videos V and Q respectively, their social relevance is computed by
the common users shared by their descriptors, which is defined as:

sJ =
|DV ∩DQ|
|DV ∪DQ|

(5)

The social relevance reflects the number of common users inter-
ested in two compared videos. Practically, in video sharing com-
munities, the number of comments to a single video is usually very
large, especially for some popular videos. When using sJ mea-
sure for social relevance calculation, we encounter two challenges.
First, the computation complexity of the measure is quadratic to the
number of elements in two compared social descriptors. Second,
the number of elements for comparison to the compared videos is
usually very large, usually several hundreds to tens thousands, thus
the computation cost for social relevance identification becomes
prohibitively expensive. Next, we will estimate the sJ calculation
by proposing two schemes, the SAR and chained hashing index, for
fast social relevance identification, and discuss on how we handle
social updates in dynamic environment.

4.2.2 Complexity Reduction
As discussed previously, in real applications, it is vital to reduce

the complexity of social relevance identification for online video
recommendation. We propose a scheme called sub-community-
based approximation relevance (SAR) to reduce the computation
complexity and the number of elements for comparison. The ba-
sic idea of SAR is to transform the user comparison in sJ calcu-
lation into the comparison over a sub-community level. SAR ap-
proximates the social relevance computation by three major steps:
sub-community extraction, social descriptor vectorization, and so-
cial relevance approximation. The social users are first grouped
into a small number of sub-communities based on their interests on
videos in the whole collection. Then the social descriptor of each
video is converted into a vector of user histogram over a small num-
ber of sub-communities. Finally the sJ between two descriptors is
approximated based on the difference of their user histograms.

Sub-Community Extraction We propose a graph partition approach
to discover a number of sub-communities related to the social users
of the video collection. A user interest graph (UIG) is first con-
structed over all users of a video collection. It consists of a set
of nodes that represent the social users of a video collection and
are linked by a number of weighted edges. The weight of an edge
linking two users denotes the number of common interested videos
shared by them. Given a collection of 8 videos, V1, ..., V8, and
5 users, u1, ..., u5, suppose that we have their interest relation-
ship as follows: (u1, < V1, V3, V8 >), (u2, < V3, V8 >), (u3, <
V2, V4, V5 >), (u4, < V1, V4, V5 >), (u5, < V4, V5, V6, V7 >),
Figure 2 shows the UIG of the users of this collection.

Once the user interest graph is constructed over a set of social
users, we can discover a number of sub-communities by graph par-
tition. There are several existing algorithms, such as balanced min-
cut and spectral clustering [30], for clustering graph nodes. The
spectral clustering is a more advanced algorithm comparing with
balanced min-cut clustering. However, the spectral clustering does



Figure 2: An example of user interest graph

Procedure SubgraphExtraction.
input: GI - UIG graph k - Number of sub-communities
output: SG - Set of sub-communities
1. Extract components disconnected with each other, put them in SG .
2. Let p(GI) be the number of connected components in GI

3. while p(GI) < k
4. e←FindLightestEdge(SG)
5. remove e from SG
6. Let Ui and Uj be two users connecting e
7. if Ui and Uj are disconnected
8. p(GI)← p(GI) + 1
9. Put all connected components of GI into SG
10. return SG

Figure 3: Extracting subgraphs.
not perform very well, because of the information loss in dimen-
sionality reduction over very large number of social users. We pro-
pose a new approach for sub-community extraction. Figure 3 shows
the detailed algorithm for extracting k sub-communities from UIG.
Given a UIG graph, and the number of sub-communities k, our al-
gorithm performs in two steps. In the first step, we extract the origi-
nally separated components, each corresponds to a sub-community,
and put these sub-communities from the original UIG graph into
the sub-community set (line 1). In the second step, we recursively
remove the edges with lowest weights from the user interest graph
until k disconnected subgraphs are obtained (lines 2-9). As the dis-
tribution of user connections varies in the user interest graph, we
permit the sub-communities to be of different sizes, so the users
in a sub-community can be highly similar and high effectiveness
can be achieved in recommendation. The set containing k sub-
graphs is finally returned after the extraction process stops (line 10).
Each subgraph is a connected component in the whole user inter-
est graph, and corresponds to a sub-community over the whole user
space. We set the subgraph number k as a parameter for evaluation,
which balances the sub-community size given a social dataset and
fixes the dimensionality in social descriptor vectorization.

We evaluate the superiority of our algorithm over the best prac-
tice, the spectral clustering, using a standard metric called Silhou-
ette Coefficient, where a bigger value indicates a better overall clus-
tering result [10]. We randomly select 2000 video samples from our
whole dataset, and cluster their users using our subgraph extraction
approach and spectral clustering algorithm. We measure the aver-
age Silhouette Coefficient of the partition results produced by our
approach and that produced by spectral clustering. The average
Silhouette Coefficient of our results is 0.498, while that of spectral
clustering is only 0.242. This has proved that our algorithm pro-
duces better clustering results.

Social Descriptor Vectorization After extracting k sub-communities
by graph partition, we map the whole user space into a k-dimensional
sub-community space. Users in different sub-communities are stored
in a dictionary for later social descriptor vectorization. Using a k-
dimensional dictionary, a social descriptor of n users < u1, ..., un >
can be converted into a k-dimensional vector < d1, ..., dk > by
simply counting the number of users in each sub-community.

Social Relevance Approximation The social relevance can be ap-
proximated by comparing the social descriptor vectors of different
videos. Given two videos Q and V , suppose that their social de-
scriptor vectors are < dQ1, ...dQk > and dV 1, ..., dV k respectively,
the social relevance between them can be approximated as follows.

s̃J =

∑k
i=1 min(dQi, dV i)∑k
i=1 max(dQi, dV i)

(6)

Using social relevance approximation, the computation complexity
of social relevance identification is linear.

4.2.3 Social Relevance Optimization
We use hash table to organize the sub-communities for improv-

ing the mapping from a social user to its sub-community, thus fur-
ther improve the efficiency of social relevance identification. To ef-
fectively index the social users in the sub-communities using hash,
we need to create a hash structure and a class of hash functions that
map each hash key into a hash code. We use chained hash tables to
organize the social users because of its simplicity and flexibility on
the element number in them. For hashing function selection, since
the class of shift-add-xor string hashing functions satisfy four im-
portant properties including uniformity, universality, applicability
and efficiency, and has been proved to be appropriate for practical
applications [21], we use it for mapping social users to hash codes.
Let s = c1, ...cm be a string of m characters, v a seed and hi

an intermediate hash value after examination of i characters. The
components in the class of shift-add-xor are defined as:

init(v) = v (a)
step(i, h, c) = h

⊕
(LL(h) +RR(h) + c) (b)

final(h, v) = h||T (c)
(7)

Here, LL(h) denotes the left-shift of value h by L bits, RR(h) is
the right-shift of value h by L bits. Given a social user name, its
hash code is computed by first generating an initial hash code us-
ing the equation 7 (a), then recursively computing the intermediate
hash code over its first i characters using the equation 7 (b), and fi-
nally yielding the modulo value of the hash code over its m charac-
ters. For a given video collection, the social users can be organized
as a chained hash table containing a list of hash buckets. Each ele-
ment of the hash table is a triad formed as < key, cno, nextptr >,
where key denotes the social user name, cno refers to the sub-
community id of the key, and nextptr is the pointer to the next
element having the same hash code. Given a user in a collection,
we first generate its hash code, by which its hash bucket is located.
The triad of the user is then inserted at the head of this appropriate
bucket. A chained hash table is formed by inserting the triads of
all the social users in the data collection. Figure 4 shows a chained
hash table of our social data collection.

Given a user selected social video, we first capture all the users
interested in it. For each social user, we map it to a sub-community
id by first mapping it to a hash bucket, and then comparing its
user name with all users in this bucket. Using our chained hashing
index structure, the mapping from a social user name to its sub-
community id is quickly performed.

We estimate the time complexity for social descriptor vectoriza-
tion based on approximation with the support of our hash structure.
The time cost for the vectorization of a social descriptor is decided
by the number of its social users, and the number of string compar-
ison for users with hash collisions. Given a social descriptor con-
taining n social users, suppose the average number of collisions for
each social user is η, the cost of each string comparison is a constant
β. Then the time complexity for vectorization is n ∗ η ∗β. We ana-
lyze the space complexity of our optimization strategies. The space
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Figure 4: The chained hash table structure

complexity for our social descriptor vectorization and optimization
is determined by the size of video database and the number of so-
cial users in the database. Suppose that the database size is Cd, and
the number of social users in database is Cu, let k be the number
of sub-communities, then the space required to store the hash-tree
and social descriptor vectors would be O(Cd ∗ k + Cu).

4.2.4 Social Updates Maintenance
This section discuss how to deal with the dynamic issues in video

sharing communities. Practically, sharing communities are highly
dynamic and social connections change frequently. Considering
our social relevance model, the social connections between users
are often updated as well. On the one hand, when new comments
come, new user connections are built. On the other hand, as the in-
terests of people may change over time, users in a sub-community
may not comment the same types of videos any more after a time
period. Accordingly, existing user connections may become in-
valid. We are concerned about how sub-communities are updated
to reflect the most recent user connections, how the chained hash
table is updated according to the sub-community changes, and how
the social descriptor of a video is updated.

We maintain the sub-communities periodically by checking the
status of each sub-community and its interactions with other sub-
communities. Figure 5 shows the algorithm details for handling
the social updates. Given a set of new social connections in the re-
cent time period, our algorithm performs the maintenance mainly in
three steps: (1) find recently formed bigger new sub-communities
by checking if strong connections have been formed in the new time
period, and union the multiple sub-communities if necessary (lines
1-13); (2) find sub-communities which can be split into multiple
new sub-communities (lines 14-18); (3) update the index structure
(lines 9, 19) and user descriptor vectors (lines 10, 20). We search
the hash index, and find the biggest edge weight connecting two
sub-communities and that belonging to each single sub-community
respectively. Let the lightest edge of the connection in original sub-
communities be w. If an edge between two sub-communities is
bigger than w, we merge these two sub-communities, and update
the chained hash table by replacing the ids of the two original sub-
communities with a single new id. For a single sub-community, if
the biggest edge between its users over the new social connection
set is smaller than w, this sub-community will be further divided
into two subgraphs. Once the sub-communities change, the so-
cial descriptors of interested videos are updated over the updated
dimensions accordingly. As such, the sub-communities are well
maintained to better reflect the recent social updates.

4.2.5 Social Update Cost Analysis
We estimate the cost of social update in our proposed algorithm.

Let E = {ei} be a set of new connections. Denote the cardinal-
ity of the connection set as |E|. Suppose that we have the sub-
community set undergoing union operation {gui} and the size of

Procedure SocialUpdatesMaintenance.
input: {ei} - A set of connections in recent time period

SG - Set of sub-communities
w - The lightest edge weight in the sub-communities

output: k updated sub-communities
1. Let Ui and Uj be two users connected by ei
2. for each ei ∈ {ei},
3. SearchIndex({ei})
4. idi ←MapUser2subCommunity(Ui)
5. idj ←MapUser2subCommunity(Uj)
6. if the weight of ei is bigger than w
7. if idi is not equal to idj /*not in the same sub-community*/
8. UnionSubCommunities(idi, idj , ei)
9. UpdateIndex(idi, idj)
10. UpdateUserDescriptor(idi, idj)
11. SetStatusofSubCommunityAsSplit(idi)
12. else if idi is equal to idj /* in the same sub-community*/
13. SetStatusofSubCommunityAsSplit(idi)
14. while |SG | < k
15. For all sub-commpunities with Split status
16. idi ← Getsub− communitywithLightestEdge
17. Splitsub− community(idi)
18. SG ← PutNewsubCommunities(idi)
19. UpdateIndex(idi)
20. UpdateUserDescriptor(idi, idj)
21. return SG

Figure 5: Maintaining social updates.

its sub-community |gui|, the number of videos to gui denoted as
Nui, the sub-community set undergoing split operation {gsi} and
the size of its sub-community |gsi|, the number of videos to gsi
denoted as Nsi. The social update cost Tmc can be estimated as:

|E|∗ch+
|{gui}|∑
i=1

(|gui|∗t1+Nui∗t2)+
|{gsi}|∑
i=1

(|gsi|∗(t1+t3)+Nsi∗t2)

(8)
where ch, t1, t2, t3 are constant, which denote the cost used for
the mapping from a social user name to its sub-community id, the
index update on a sub-community element, the user descriptor up-
date on a dimension, and the element checking in sub-community
partition, respectively. Clearly, the cost of social updates mainte-
nance is linear to the cardinality of the new connection set, those of
the sub-communities with union and split operations, and the num-
ber of videos involved in social updates. In addition, as we adopt
incremental updating strategy in our algorithm, the maintenance
operation is only performed over the sub-communities involved in
update operations and their corresponding videos, which are much
smaller comparing with the whole video data collection. Therefore,
the cost of social updates can be well controlled.

4.3 Content-Social Fusion
Once we define the content relevance and social relevance of

videos, we can fuse them using a good integration function to per-
form effective recommendation in video sharing communities. Bor-
rowing the idea of search fusion in [26], the relevance fusion can
be simply performed by taking the average of the content rele-
vance and social relevance, or retaining the higher relevance score
between them. However, while the former approach ignores the
importance difference of them in recommendation, the later one
completely ignores one of them in relevance identification. As the
content relevance and social relevance may contribute to the final
recommendation to different extent, we need to find out the best
parameter that leads to effective video recommendation.

In this work, we care about the video ranking based on their final
relevance in recommendation, while the absolute relevance score
of each video is ignored. Given two videos V and Q, let SV and



Table 2: 5 queries collected from Youtube
Query id Query description

q1 youtube
q2 mariah carey
q3 miley cyrus
q4 american idol
q5 wwe

SQ be their video cuboid signature series, and DV and DQ be their
social descriptors, the overall relevance between them is defined as:

FJ(V,Q) = (1− ω)κJ(SV , SQ) + ωsJ(DV , DQ) (9)

where ω is the parameter adjusting the weight of the content rel-
evance and that of social relevance in the final relevance function.
FJ fuses the content and social relevance, and takes the difference
of their contributions in recommendation. We will discuss the se-
lection of an optimal ω in the experimental study.

4.4 KNN Search
With FJ relevance function, we can identify the top score videos

from a given data set, which considers both the video content and
social information. To quickly identify the social relevance, we use
k inverted files, each of which stores a sub-community id and a list
of its corresponding videos {vi}. For content relevance, we com-
bine the locality sensitive hashing based technique in [35] and the
LSB-index that is a B+-tree structure in [28], to identify the nearest
video cuboids of each signature in a query video. We use the ex-
isting index structure for content relevance, and extend it for mul-
tiple video cuobids and embed social relevance in KNN search.
Specifically, we embed EMD-metric into L1-norm space like [35],
and use LSB-index to index Z-order values of points obtained by
hash conversion as in [28]. Meanwhile, we record the video id
of each data entry together with its video cuboid signature in our
application. Similar to [28], we perform KNN search by con-
tinuously finding the next longest common prefix with the query.
Unlike the KNN search which processes a single point query in
[28], we handle a set of signatures in a query video at the same
time to obtain their overall content similarity. Figure 6 shows the
detailed algorithm for computing K top score videos.

Given a query video Q, our algorithm performs KNN search by
three important steps. (1) Find a list video candidates based on so-
cial relevance by vectorizing query social descriptor, obtaining the
video candidates related to the query social descriptor and ranking
these video candidates (lines 1-3); (2) Obtain a set of video candi-
dates based on the content relevance by searching the next longest
common prefix with all query signatures (lines 5-6); (3) Refine the
video candidates by first obtaining the most relevant candidate set,
and then calculating the overall relevance between the query and
each candidate based on FJ function (lines 7-9). The KNN_list
is updated if the relevance score of the current candidate is bigger
than that of its top K relevant video (line 10). The algorithm re-
cursively performs the operations in steps (2) and (3), until all K
top score videos are found (lines 4-11). The final search results are
returned to the users (line 12).

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We demonstrate the high effectiveness and efficiency of our pro-

posed content-social based approach for video recommendation in
sharing communities.

5.1 Experimental Setup
We conduct the experiments on a 200-hour video collection that

is collected by crawling Youtube website based on the recent pop-

Procedure KTopScoreVideoSearch.
input: H - A chained hash table I-Inverted file

LSB - An LSB-tree Q :< Qf , Qs >-A query video
K - Number of top score videos

output: KNN_list - A list of K top score videos
1. {dQi} ← SocialDescriptorVectorization(H, Qs)
2. {Vi} ← GetSocialRelevanceCandidates(I, {dQi})
3. {Vri} ← RankRelevanceCandidates({Vi})
4. Repeat /*SearchLSB(LSB, Qf )*/
5. for each Qfi ∈ Qf , pick the leaf entry, efi, from LSB having

the next longest common prefix with Qfi

6. {Vfi} ← GetVideoCandidates({efi})
7. Vn ← GetNextMostRelevantVideo({Vri})
8. for each Vi ∈ {vfi}

∪
{Vn}

9. ComputeFJ
10. UpdateKNN_list
11. Until K top score videos are found
12. return KNN_list

Figure 6: Computing K top score videos.

ular queries [1]. We selected 5 most popular youtube queries listed
in Table 2 to retrieve the top favorite videos of each query from
Youtube. Following [31], we only kept the short clips with time du-
ration no more than 10 minutes. For each video, we kept its context
information including its owner user and the users who comment
it as well. Following [33], for each query, we select the top two
videos as the source videos and get 10 in total for recommendation.

We conducted a subjective user study. 10 evaluators majored in
computer science, including eight graduate students and two under-
graduate students, participated in the user study. Each individual is
given the recommended videos returned by the three approaches
in a random order. After viewing these videos, they were asked
to give a rating score from 1 to 5 indicating whether the recom-
mended videos are relevant to current source video. Here, higher
score indicates more relevance.

5.2 Evaluation Methodology
We evaluate our proposed social video recommendation approach

in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. First, we evaluate the effect
of different content distance selection, the effect of two parameters,
the relevance weighting ω and the number of sub-communities k, to
obtain their optimal values. Then the effectiveness and efficiency
of our recommendation approach are evaluated using the optimal
parameter settings. For each source video, we use the following
four schemes to recommend different video lists, and compare our
two proposed alternatives,SR and CSF, and two existing video rec-
ommendation approaches, AFFRF and CR.

• AFFRF: Using text, visual, aural and relevance feedback for
recommendation [33].

• CR: Using content relevance for recommendation [35].

• SR: Using social relevance for recommendation.

• CSF: Using content-social fusion for recommendation.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our recommendation approach,
we use three metrics in [33], the average rating score (AR), aver-
age accuracy (AC) and mean average precision (MAP) of top 5, 10,
and 20 recommended videos, as the measurements. Here, AC is
defined as the proportions of videos with the rating bigger than 4
to all recommended videos. The mean average precision is a stan-
dard TRECVID metric, which is computed by the mean of non-
interpolated average precisions (AP) of all queries [25]. Let n be
the number of retrieved videos, ri the rating score of the ith re-
turned video, N the number of retrieved videos with rating score
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Figure 7: Effect of content relevance measures
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Figure 8: Effect of ω

bigger than 4. The formal equations for computing these three met-
rics are as below.

AR =

∑n
i=0 ri

n
(a) AC =

N

n
(b) (10)

AP =

n∑
γ=1

(P (γ) ∗ rel(γ)) (11)

MAP =

∑
APQ

q⃗=1AP (q⃗)

Q (12)

Here,γ is the rank, rel()is a binary function on the relevance of
a given rank, P () is the precision of the system at a given cut-off
rank, Q is the number of queries.

We evaluate the efficiency of our approach over 200-hour real
videos from Youtube in terms of time costs during the recommen-
dation. We compare our SAR scheme, CSF-SAR, and our opti-
mization using SAR and chained hashing, CSF-SAR-H, with the
original content-social-based and the content-based recommenda-
tions. All the experiments were performed on Window 7 platform
with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4570S CPU (2.9GHz)and 8GB RAM.

5.3 Effectiveness Evaluation
We first compare three existing content similarity measures for

content relevance to select an optimal one as a base of our multi-
feature based recommendation. Then we evaluate the effect of pa-
rameters by conducting content-social-based video recommenda-
tion. After that, we compare our proposed approach with the state-
of-art video recommendation approaches by performing the video
recommendation over the collected Youtube video dataset. Finally,
we prove the scalability of our approach to social updates.

5.3.1 Effect of content relevance measures
We conduct experiments to test the effectiveness of the system

using three typical content similarity measures including (1) ERP
[5]; (2) DTW [7]; and (3) κJ [35], for selecting an optimal content
relevance measure in our content-social fusion modal. Figures 7

(a)-(c) show the effectiveness comparison of three similarity mea-
sures in terms of average rating score, average accuracy and mean
average precision respectively.

As we can see, κJ obtains the best effectiveness among three
content similarity measures. This is because κJ performs measure
in a more flexible manner comparing with ERP and DTW, thus bet-
ter captures content relevance. For one thing, ERP and DTW per-
form video similarity measure by considering the temporal order of
the whole sequence, similar videos may not be identified because
of temporal sequence editing. For another, κJ considers only the
temporal order in each video segment, which captures the temporal
information of videos. At the same time, as an EMD-based mea-
sure, κJ allows the space shift of videos and does not care about
the order between different segments, thus the video sequence and
frame editing operations can be well handled. Based on the results,
we select κJ as an optimal content relevance measure, which is the
base of our multi-feature fusion model.

5.3.2 Effect of ω
We evaluate the effect of the relevance weighting parameter, ω,

on the average rating score, average accuracy and mean average
precision using 10 source videos. We vary the value of ω from 0 to
1. For each ω, we recommend top 5, top 10 and top 20 respectively.
Figures 8 (a)-(c) show the ω changes on average rating score, aver-
age accuracy and mean average precision of our system.

As we can see, with the increasing of ω, the average rating score,
average accuracy and mean average precision of our recommenda-
tion increase gradually from 0 to 0.7 to different extent, and reach
to their peak values. With the further increasing of ω after 0.7,
the effectiveness of our recommendation system drops under all
three metrics. This is caused by two reasons. On the one hand,
when ω is set to a value between 0 to 0.7, a bigger ω ensures that
more information on social user connection is captured, which en-
hances the effectiveness of our system accordingly. On the other
hand, after the peak point 0.7, content information of videos re-
duces because of the increase of social information. As a group
of social users may be interested in videos on multiple unrelated
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Figure 10: Effectiveness comparison

topics, some videos with relevant content are replaced by those ir-
relevant ones with common social connections. Consequently, an
ω bigger than 0.7 weakens the determinativeness of content rele-
vance. Therefore we set ω to 0.7 as its default value to obtain an
optimal effectiveness of the recommendation.

5.3.3 Effect of k
We evaluate the effect of the subgraph number in our SAR scheme,

k, on the effectiveness of the system by applying our content-social
recommendation. In this test, the k is varied from 20 to 80, and the
optimal ω is applied.

Figures 9 (a)-(c) show the performance change trends of the av-
erage rating score, average and mean average precision of our ap-
proach. Clearly, with the increasing of the sub-community number
in our SAR scheme, the effectiveness of our approach has been
improved with the change of k from 20 to 60. The effectiveness
on three metrics keeps steady when k is further increased from 60
to 80. This is mainly caused by the information loss of our SAR
approximation scheme. When we transform the social user set
matching in social relevance computation into the linear compact
vector matching, we describe a group of interactive social users as
their common community id, which is a user representation over a
coarser level. A smaller k value produces coarser social user pre-
sentations, leading to more serious social information loss. With
the increasing of k value from 20 to 60, the social information loss
decreases, thus better effectiveness can be obtained at a bigger k
value point. When k is changed from 60 to 80, most removed social
connections are redundancy, which does not affect the effectiveness
of our approach. Thus, considering a good balance of effectiveness
and efficiency, the default value of k in our test is set to 60.

5.3.4 Comparing Different Recommendations
We conduct experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of four

video recommendation approaches, including two proposed alter-
natives, SR and CSF, and the existing competitors for video detec-
tion and recommendation, CR and AFFRF. For our CSF, we set
the parameters, ω and k, to their optimal values. Figures 10 (a)-(c)

show the comparison of four approaches in terms of the average
rating score, average accuracy, and mean average precision.

As we can see, our content-social based recommendation (CSF)
achieves a better performance on all three metrics comparing with
the other alternative, the social relevance (SR). This is because
the CSF approach exploit the information from both the robust vi-
sual content and social user connections, which finds more rele-
vant and rejects more irrelevant videos than other alternatives do
in recommendation process. Comparing with two existing recom-
mendation approaches, the content relevance (CR) and the multi-
modal with relevance feedback, our content-social based recom-
mendation obtains much higher effectiveness because of the fully
exploiting of social interaction information and robust video con-
tent in our approach. Although AFFRF uses multiple features in
their recommendation, our content-social based recommendation
still performs better in terms of effectiveness metrics. This is be-
cause of two factors. For one thing, videos are user uploaded data
in Youtube, and a large portion of them have been edited or un-
dergone different variations. The global video features like color
histogram, and aural or text features are not fully reliable, which
directly degrades the effectiveness of recommendation. For another
thing, the social connections between users are not considered, thus
some relevant videos with irrelevant content can not be identified.
The high effectiveness of our content-social based recommendation
has proved its superiority over other competitors.

5.3.5 Effect of Social Updates
We test the effect of social updates on effectiveness of the video

recommendation. We divide the whole social collections into two
parts: (1) a test set containing connections in recent 4 months; and
(2) a source set containing connections appearing in a year before
the 4 months. We measure the effectiveness of our recommenda-
tion system under social update operations by fixing our source set
and varying the test sets from 1 month to 4 months updates. Fig-
ures 11 (a)-(c) show the performance changes with respect to the
size of social updates. As we can observe, with more social up-
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Figure 12: Efficiency evaluation

dates, the effectiveness of our approach remains steady. This has
demonstrated the good scalability of our approach over high dy-
namic social environment.

5.4 Efficiency Evaluation
We evaluate the efficiency of our recommendation approach by

first testing the effect of our sub-community-based approximation
relevance scheme SAR and the SAR with chained hashing scheme
SAR-H, then comparing our approach with the existing content-
based recommendation (CR) [35], and finally testing the cost of
social updates. Since there is no any strategy proposed for improv-
ing the efficiency of AFFRF-based recommendation [33], we omit
the efficiency comparison with this approach.

5.4.1 Effect of Social Relevance Optimization
We evaluate the effect of our SAR scheme and chained hashing

scheme by varying the video dataset size from 50 to 200 hours,
and reporting the average time cost of video recommendation using
different optimization approach: (1)CSF; (2) CSF-SAR; and (3)
CSF-SAR-H, for each dataset size. Figure 12 (a) shows the time
cost change trends of three different approaches.

As we can see, CSF-SAR-H performs best, followed by CSF-
SAR. The original content-social based recommendation incurs high-
est time cost. With SAR, the recommendation cost has been re-
duced significantly comparing with the original content-social based
recommendation. This is caused by two factor. For one thing, SAR
scheme transforms the original string set to a video into a single
vector, which greatly compresses the video representation. For an-
other thing, while the original sJ computation suffers from the high
computation complexity, which is exponential to the user set sizes
of videos, the time complexity of social information matching un-
der SAR scheme is linear. CSF-SAR-H further reduces the map-
ping cost of SAR scheme by exploiting a chained hash structure.

5.4.2 Comparing Different Recommendations
We compare our content-social based video recommendation with

the state-of-the-art technique in terms of the overall time cost. We

test the time cost of the recommendation over 50 to 200 hours video
datasets. Figure 12 (b) compares our CSF-SAR-H approach with
the content based video recommendation (CR) in terms of the time
cost used for recommendation.

As we can see, our CSF-SAR-H performs as good as CR in terms
of efficiency, although huge amount of social information is em-
bedded in the process of recommendation to improve the effective-
ness. This is because CSF-SAR-H adopts SAR scheme and chained
hash structure, which greatly reduces the time cost of the social
relevance computation and the mapping from social user sets to
sub-community id vectors. Comparing with the content relevance
computation in CR, the time cost of social relevance computation
can be neglected. Thus, our CSF-SAR-H achieves competitive effi-
ciency performance, while the effectiveness is improved greatly as
demonstrated in Section 5.3.4. Consequently, our approach greatly
improves the overall performance of the recommendation system.

5.4.3 Efficiency of Social Updates
We test the cost of social updates using different sizes of updates.

We use the social connections to our 200 hours video dataset col-
lected based on the five most popular queries. We divide the whole
social collections into two parts: (1) a test set containing connec-
tions in recent 4 months (Sept.2014-Dec.2014); and (2) a source
set containing connections appearing in a year before the recent 4
months. We fix our source set, and vary the test sets from 1 month
to 4 months updates. The time costs of social updates over dif-
ferent time periods are reported in figure 12 (c). As shown in the
results, the time cost is only hundreds of seconds for maintaining
social updates within 3 months, and about 1500s for 4 months. The
results show that we can maintain the social updates efficiently as
we adopt incremental maintenance strategy and hash scheme.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we study the problem of video recommendation in

sharing communities. First, we propose a novel multiple feature-
based model for video relevance identification in recommendation.



Then, we propose a sub-community-based approximation relevance
scheme for improving the social relevance computation. Finally,
we propose to optimize the efficiency of our recommendation by
designing a chained hash structure, and performing hash-based map-
ping from user sets to sub-community id vectors. In addition, the
maintenance of sub-communities and our hash structure has been
discussed for the dynamic environment with social updates. We
have conducted extensive experiments to evaluate our proposed
recommendation approach. The experimental results have proved
that our proposed approach outperforms the existing methods in
terms of the efficacy.
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